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Abstract. In 2005 we proposed the ﬁrst eﬃcient on-the-ﬂy algorithm
for solving games based on timed game automata with respect to reachability and safety properties. The ﬁrst prototype presented at that time
has now matured to a fully integrated tool with dramatic improvements
both in terms of performance and the availability of the extended input language of Uppaal-4.0. The new tool can output strategies or let
the user play against them both from the command line and from the
graphical simulator that was completely re-designed.

1

Introduction

For more than a decade timed, priced and hybrid games have been proposed and
studied by various researchers [AMPS98, DAHM01, MPS95, BCFL04]. Though
several decidability results and algorithms have been presented, so far only prototype tools have been developed [AT02]. Uppaal-Tiga1 is the ﬁrst eﬃcient
tool supporting the analysis of timed games allowing synthesis of controllers for
control problems modelled as timed game automata and with safety or liveness
control objectives.

2

What Can Be Done with Uppaal-Tiga?

Control Problems. The modeling formalism of Uppaal-Tiga consists of a network of timed game automata [MPS95] (NTGA). A timed game automaton is a
timed automaton [AD94] in which the set of actions is partitioned into controllable actions and uncontrollable actions. The former are actions that can be triggered by the controller, the latter by the environment/opponent. The opponent has
1
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priority over the controller. Given a NTGA, we are mainly interested in two types
of control objectives:
The reachability objective: Is it possible to ﬁnd a strategy for the triggering of
controllable actions guaranteeing that a given set of (goal) states of the system
is reached regardless of what and when uncontrollable actions are taken?
The safety objective: Is it possible to ﬁnd a strategy for the triggering of
controllable actions guaranteeing that a given set of (bad) states of the system
are never reached regardless of what and when uncontrollable actions are taken?
Formally, control objectives are formulated as ”control: P”, where P is TCTL
formula specifying either a safety property (A[] φ or A[φ1 W φ2 ]) or a liveness property (A<> φ or A[φ1 U φ2 ]). Given a control objective ”control: P”
the search engine of Uppaal-Tiga will provide a strategy (if any such exists)
under which the behaviour will satisfy P. Here a (winning) strategy is simply a
function describing for each state of the system what the controller should do
either in terms of ”performing a particular controllable action” or to ”delay”.
Example. To illustrate the use of Uppaal-Tiga,
consider the example in Fig. 1, consisting of a
x > 1;u1
timed game automaton A with one clock x. It has
1
5
two types of edges: controllable (ci ) and unconx<1
u2
trollable (ui ). A deﬁnes the rules of the game. In
x ≤ 1;c1
x := 0
our current example (Fig. 1), we deﬁne the simple
2
Goal
reachability objective “control: A<> A.Goal”.
x ≥ 2;c2
x<1
Uppaal-Tiga searches for a winning strategy
u3
on this game using the algorithm proposed in
x ≤ 1;c4
3
[CDF+ 05]. Each winning condition, entered in
Uppaal-Tiga as a regular query, is marked as
c3
“satisﬁed ” if there exists a winning strategy and
4
“not satisﬁed ” if none exists. Hence, in our example, the query “control: A<> A.Goal” will
Fig. 1. Timed game automaton be marked “satisﬁed ”. Moreover, the tool can
example
output the corresponding strategy from the command line or let the user play against it in the
simulator as shown in Fig. 2. For controllable games (here), Uppaal-Tiga plays
the controller and the user is the opponent. The ﬁrst transition is for the controller (Uppaal-Tiga), the second for the opponent (user), and the third is for
the opponent but it will be countered by the controller (Uppaal-Tiga takes the
transition to 2 ), hence it is greyed – the opponent cannot take this action.
Applications. Uppaal-Tiga has recently been used for an industrial case study
with the company Skov A/S specializing in climate control systems used for modern pig and poultry stables [DJLR07]. The synthesis capability of the tool has
been combined with Simulink and Real-Time Workshop to provide a complete tool
chain for synthesis, simulation, and automatic generation of production code.
Uppaal-Tiga has also been recently applied to check for (bi-)simulation between timed automata and timed game automata [CDL07]. Given two timed
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Fig. 2. View of the simulator when playing a strategy

automata, the tool can check if one (bi-)simulates the other and similarly for
timed game automata with applications for controller synthesis with partial observability. This technique has been applied to the compositional veriﬁcation of
the ZeroConf protocol.
Our tool is being used in the AMAES project2 , a French national project
on Advanced Methods for Autonomous Embedded Systems. Uppaal-Tiga has
been successfully applied for controlling the autonomous robot Dala [LC04] in
charge of taking pictures and transmitting them back to Earth during limited
transmission windows. It is desirable in such control problems to optimize the
moves to save power.

3

What Is New?

Input Language. The new generation of Uppaal-Tiga inherits the enriched
input language of Uppaal-4.0, with the only exception of priorities. The user
has now access to C-like syntax to declare functions, custom types, etc. In addition, users can now deﬁne more complex winning conditions by means of logical
formulas in the indicated subset of TCTL.
Strategies. Uppaal-Tiga is able to generate a strategy for the controller, which
ultimately corresponds to a control program, or a “counter-strategy” for the
opponent as a proof that the controller cannot win. These strategies can now
be output as decision graphs (hybrid BDD/CDD graphs). The discrete part of
the states is represented as a BDD and the symbolic part as a CDD [LPWY99].
Finally, Uppaal-Tiga allows the user to play against the strategy in both the
GUI3 and CLI.
Performances. Uppaal-Tiga is faster by several orders of magnitude on large
examples (more than 1000 times faster) and consumes much less memory (100
2
3
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times less) than the ﬁrst prototype presented at CONCUR’05. This comes from
the full integration of the algorithm in the Uppaal-4.0 [BDH+ 06]4 framework.
This brings to Uppaal-Tiga some of the reliability and performances achieved
by years of Uppaal developments. Also improvements have been made on the
DBM library, in particular on subtractions, partitions, federations, speciﬁc operations for timed games (e.g. the computation of controllable predecessors w.r.t.
delay), and the essential operation of merging several diﬀerence bound matrices
(DBMs) into one.

4

Conclusion

Uppaal-Tiga is a new (and the only eﬃcient) tool for controller synthesis for
control problems modeled as timed game automata. Its performance and usability has greatly been improved by its integration with Uppaal-4.0. In a future
version methods for preventing synthesis of strategies generating zeno behaviour
will be provided. Also the computationally much more complex problem of synthesis under partial observability is under investigation.
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